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Copper Deposits of the V/hite kesa fining District,

Coconino County, -Arizona. 

. The "Shite iiesa Copper kining District is &n area of

approximately 10.5 square miles near the western margin of tha K 

Plateau in unsurveyed T 37 H, Hs 9 and 10 2, Coconino County, Arizona. 

It is 112 niles northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona, the nearest rail head, 

from which it is accessible by paved suid secondary road, and is at an 

elevation of about 6400 feet. Inadequate water smpply and isolation from 

supply centers and shelters are factors which have inhibited development 

and which may be expected to handicap mining operations in th* district.

Sporadic attempts to develop the reserves of the district have been 

unsuccessful, and production has been minor. At present, three companies 

are interested in development, and are engaged in, or have recently attempted, 

prospecting.

The copper deposits occur in the upper portion of the nsarly horizontal, 

highly crossbedded, gray Navajo sandstone (Jurassic ?). Occasional large 

tabular bodies and numerous srrall pods of copper ore occur tiirough «LH interval 

of at least 150 feet in the upper part of the formation. The deposits are 

disseminations of malachite, copper silicates, and minor quantities of copper 

pitch and sulfides in sandstone, the copper minerals serving as cementing and 

grain-coating materials. Grade varies up to lo/o copper but it is doubt ful 

if many of the deposits will average much .;igher than I/*. The larger bodies, 

some of which contain several hundreds of thousands of tons, may be e^j ected 

to average less than 1/fc. The deposits show a -.veil-defined fissure control, 

Origin may have been telethermal or meteoric, but there is no decisive 

evidence beexing on this point.
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The mineralization is too sporadic to permit accurate estimation

of ore reserves in the absence of extensive underground exploration
f

or mining operations. The following preliminary figures are therefore 

only indicative of the general magnitude of the deposits. Approximately 

2,250,000 tons of ore averaging about 1% Cu are indicated in ore bodies 

that are exposed or penetrated by drill holes. Only a few thousand 

tons of this total can be classed as "measured ore" on the basis of 

available data, but 615*000 tons are reasonably assured. The remaining 

1,650,000 tons probably exist in extensions, indicated by geologic evi 

dence, of the known ore bodies. In addition, 14,000,000 tons is the' 

inferred order of magnitude of an aggregate tonnage of mineralized sand 

stone that may exist in "blind** ore bodies concealed in undissected 

uplands.

Consideration of the average grade and size of the known deposits 

suggests that large-scale development of these reserves under present 

conditions will be a marginal enterprise, even under favorable operating 

conditions. The additional problems imposed by inadequate transportation 

facilities and water supply enforce a pessimistic outlook. The rela 

tively large inferred reserve of concealed ore cannot be regarded as a 

mitigating factor because it is problematical whether concealed ore 

bodies can be discovered and developed at reasonable costs.



It is recommended that further attempts to prospect or to develop 

the copper reserves of the district be prefaced by a careful anrlysis 

of mining and concentrating costs based on minimum tonnage estimates. 

Only in the event that such a survey indicate? economic feasibility, 

should additional seeps in development be undertaken.

Introduction

The sandstone copper deposits here described are near the north 

western margin of the Kaibito Plateau in the western Navajo Reservation, 

Coconino County, Arizona. The area, known as the White Mesa Mining 

District, is in unsurveyed T. 37 w., Rs. 9 and 10 E. It consists of 9 

patented and 28 ur.patentedTclaims, two nining and prospecting leases, an 

abandoned millsite lease, and a campsite lease. Sporadic attempts to 

mire the small deposits of high grade era in the district have been 

futile. Recently, comprehensive prospecting programs by three companies 

have been initiated in a determined effort to ascertain the feasibility 

of developing, on a large scale, the low-^rade copper reserves in the 

district.

The area of approximately 10.5 square miles which encompasses the 

claims and leases is about 112 miles northeast of Flagstaff, Arizona, 

from which it is accessible by U. S. Highway 89 to Gap Trading Post, and 

from there by dirt road twenty-six miles to the Copper idine Trading Post 

in the northwestern portion of the district. The mean altitude is about

_/ In the southwestern part of the area some maps show two addi 
tional claims, the corners of v.'hich were not found in the field.
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6,400 feet, and the local relief is approximately 420 feet. Annual 

precipitation is less than 10 inches, and surface and ground water 

are scarce in and adjacent to the district. This deficiency of water, 

isolation from supply centers, and lack of adequate transportation 

routes are important factors which have inhibited development of re 

serves in the district.

Only one report bearing on the geology of the White Mesa Mining 

District has been published, a brief and general account by J. li. HilL 

However, a number of confidential reports have been prepared by geolo 

gists and engineers employed by companies interested in the area, and 

several of these have been examined during the course of the recent Geo 

logical Survey investigations. Company prospecting data have likewise 

been consulted freely, and grateful acknowledgment of the courtesies of 

the Shattuck-Denn, Coronado, and Mardun organizations in making these 

available, is here expressed.

Field work by the Geological Survey was begun late in March and was 

completed early in July, 1943* The investigation was part of a program 

designed to determine the status of marginal copper deposits and was 

undertaken by the Geological Survey at the request of the War Production 

Board. C. B. Read was in charge of the White Mesa project, and was

assisted by H. H. Sullwold during the entire period of study. R. D.
 

Sample joined the party on May 23, and aided in the later stages of the 

work.

J Hill, J. M. Copper deposits of the White Ifesa district, 
Arizona; U. S. Geol. Survey. Bull. 540. pp. 159-1631 1914*________
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Development and Production

s operations in the white iiesa. Liistrict were first attempted by 

iioriaon settler a who, in the latter part of the past century, located the 

mining claims and opened siany of the knovzn copper todies, ^a unknown, 

but relatively small tonnage of high-grade ere sas recovered during this 

early period of discovery and initial development.

In 1917 operations on tne Little Dick and Copper ^orld claims were 

attempted by the Kavajo Copper Conpeny. T.vo open cuts were developed, and 

290,000 pounds of copper, as well as a small quantity of silver, are reported 

to have been recovered. The operations were not profitable, and were 

discontinued in 191S.

The Coconlno Copper and Chemical Company began operations in the 

western part of the district in 1939 end suspended then in 1940. Their 

activities were mainly on the Copper Sorld *»nd pitchman Claims. Complete 

recorcs of production are not available. However, in 1940 they treated 

4,534 tons of 2.1C$ ore from which 797,873 pounds of copper sulfate were 

produced and shipped.

The kardun Ccc.pany, which was fonued in 1941, milled 3COO-3500 tons of 

ore which yielded about 150 tons of concentrates estimated to contain from 

15 to 20 percent copper. This company operated on a mining lease obtained 

from the Navajo Indian Service. In 1943 an option on the tardun lease was 

acquired by the Coronado Copper and Zinc Company. An intensive prospecting
A

program begun by the ilardun organization has been continued in an effort to 

locate large low-grade ore bodies on the property. It is reported that the 

to-dun Company drilled 17,OCO feet of test holes with en average depth of 

24 feet or less. Records of a number of these have been examined, but others 

are lost. Known locations are sh"own on the map, Plate II B.
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The recent activities of the Coronado Coepany suggest that the assay 

logs of these tests show unduly high copper content. In order to avoid 

confusiori the data are therefore witheld until the matter is clarified by 

shaft-sinking and drill ir^ now in progress* At present the engineers

of the organization are pessimistic regarding the possibility of discovering-
t 

large orebodies on the lease.

In 1926 the Shat tuck-Derm Mining Corporation acquired tax titles on
>
the nine patented claims in the Shite 2£eaa District. More recently they

obtained options on the un pa tented claims and in 1942 undertook a drilling 

and prospecting program in Old Fort Hill area* About 4700 feet of core holes 

were drilled and assayed. Locations of these holes and summaries of 

mineralized sandstone encountered ere shown on .the map, Plate II*

fieology

Lost of the Kaiblto Plateau, in the area studied, is surfaced by 

nearly horizontal, highly crossbedded, gray Navajo sandstone of Jurassie(?) 

age. About 1525 feet of clastic sediments assigned to this unit were measured 

in an incomplete section at Echo Cliffs Immediately west of the district where 

the Havajo is underlain by Trifssic clastic sediments and Permian limestone* 

To tne east, red clastic sediments assigned to the Camel formation rest on 

the Navajo*

The major structural feature of the western Ealblto Plateau is Eoho 

Cliffs monocline which trends north-northwest to nortn along the margin of 

the table land* The steep dips on this flexure flatten gradually eastward 

into the plateau, but the regional dip continues east to southeast. Oblique 

normal faults locally complicate the Echo Cliffs monocline and extend north 

eastward into the plateau, where they are difficult to trace because of the
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nature of the l^vajo sandstone tfhic.h fcnns both 7?alls ^t the 

surface.

Geologic features of the V»Mte Iiesa JJstrict.- The .Vhite i^esa kining 

District occupies an area some 10 miles east of the Zcho Jliffs monocline. 

Nearly horizontal Kavajo sandstone, overlain by a veneer of dune sand, is the 

surface rock throughout the dls trict* Approximately 420 feet of the unit, 

constituting the upper portion of the formation, are exposed in the area. 

The fracture pattern of the White iiesa District is shown in Plates I 

and II. Fault fissures trend north-northwest and east-southeast in the 

western part of the district, kost of these show a slip cown to the west 

or northwest. Sheeted zones traversed by parallel to subparallel fsuits 

and joints are marginal to the major fissures* ^ set of master joints, 

trending northeast, intersects these fractures, forming a complex system. 

In the central and eastern portion of the district northeast-trending master 

joints constitute the dominant fissures. Reefs of silicified breccia and 

gouge characterize the faults. Teinlets of cnalcedony end, core rarely, 

calcite occur in the fault zones and walls. The major joints also coTEionly 

show extensive silicification.

llineral Deposits*
«

The copper deposits of th« V«hite Lesa district vary from Isrge lo.?- 

grade tabular bodies to snail irregular pods and veins cfaigher grade ore. 

Most of the well-expo;-- ed bodies are alonr or n ear zones of south, southeast, 

or northeast trending joint or fault fissures .<?hich constitute the dominant

structural control of ere deposition. The deposits n/?.ve a very limited vertical
 

-xtent and few show thiclcneases which exceed 50 feet. Tne majority ure similarly 

limited norizontally. Grade varies widely but is predominantly low, and for 

the district as * whole will not exceed !,<,. Inferred reserves cf tais lo v-^«de
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ore are large, but the cost of exploring the deposit? will probably 

be high due to the large area which must be prospected.

liineralogy. iialachite is the most important copper mineral in the       '  J

district and is usually associated with "chrysbcolla. "~^ These two

minerals are disseminated through the sandstone in which they 

partially fill pore spaces, form coatings on grains, and occasionally 

occur as veinlets.

Copper pitch occurs in the wall rock of fissures where it fre 

quently forms a halo around disseminations of chalcccite or bornite. 

The small quantity of both oxides and sulfides make their economic con 

sideration negligible.

Gangue, in addition to sand grains comprising the sandstone, is 

mainly chalcedony which occurs in anastomosing stringers associated 

with the higher grades of ore. Veinlets of calcite are rare. LLmonite 

is commonly disseminated in the sandstone as variable but rarely ex 

tensive halos around the copper bodies.

Pistribution. Large, low-grade copper deposits are mainly restricted 

to the northwestern portion of the district in the area between the Ida 

M. Srayth and Eastern Star faults. The most notable of these are the 

Little Dick and its possible Grand Pacific extension, the Copper World,

and the California deposits. Series of closely spaced small bodies
 

occur on the Dutchman claim, and in the area of the Coronado lease on

_/ The exact composition of the copper silicates has not been 
determined. Clays, which are the common cementing minerals in the 
Navajo sandstone, have been combined with soluble copper compounds 
forming copper carbonate disseminated in clay, silicates, and oxides, 
Cf. Clark, F. W., The data of Geochemistry: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 
770, pp. 670-680, 1924. __ ____



and near Copper Hill ard Old Fort Hill. A rarther large, but very Tow 

grade, body is exposed on the Queen Claim, and smaller ones occur on 

the Suns«t and Ray Claims.

Throughout the district there are numerous small copper bodies. 

The distribution of the various exposed deposits and of their indi 

cated or inferred extensions is shown on the map, Plate I. 

Form and Character.' The copper deposits are very irregular and 

pockety. As indicated above, the larger, low-grade, tabular deposits 

are exemplified by the Little Dick, Grand Pacific, Copper '.Vorld, and 

California bodies where weak mineralization occurs in large areas of 

sandstone. Drill-hole records show that these may exceed SO feet in 

thickness. Such bodies are traversed by numerous joint fissures, the 

walls of which frequently show stronger mineralization than does the 

intervening sandstone. .The small, higher grade bodies often occur as 

disseminations in the walls of fissures, ?nd are usually vein or pod- 

like in character. Few have been observed to extend as continuous de 

posits for a greater horizontal distance than 50 feet. It is probable 

that their maximum vertical dimensions are approximately the same as 

those of the tabular bodies.

Control. The majority of copper deposits examined are associated with 

joints, but relatively few are adjacent to fault fissures. In the 

western part of the district fissuring i* domirantly south-southeast 

although locally it trends nearly east. Farther east most of the 

fissures associated with copper deposits are northeast-trending. Copper 

mineralization is commonly, although not invariably, strongest in the 

walls of the Joint fissures but continues, with decreasing intensity,
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for a variable distance away from the apparent 'feeders. Joints which 

are strongly silicified appear to have constituted partial barriers 

to copper-bearing solutions and to have caused the waters to spread
r

widely along bedding planes.

The White Mesa copper deposits are epigenetie, and are products 

of precipitation from dilute copper-bearing solutions which entered 

the Kavajo sandstone along fissures and spread along permeable_laminae 

away from these fractures. It is not clear, however, whether the 

solutions were meteoric or telethermal.

There has been some modification of the original form and compo 

sition of the copper deposits. Downward-moving surface waters have 

undoubtedly resulted in the oxidation of the copper sulfides which 

were probably important primary minerals in the deposits. Such waters 

have also caused rather wide dissemination of originally more restricted 

deposits as a result of leaching and reprecipitation. "Sweating" of the 

sandstone has apparently resulted in concentration of soluble copper 

minerals near the present topographic surfaces,

Reserves

The status of mining development in the White Mesa Mining District 

does not permit highly accurate estimates of copper reserves. The 

ensuing discussion is an attempt to indicate the general magnitude of 

these reserves and their approximate range in grade as. determined in 

the course of surface mapping. Drilling and assay data are available 

only in the western part of the district and have been freely used to 

supplement outcrop data.
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In terms of the classification of ore reserves recently adopted 

jointly by the Geological Survey and Bureau of llines,-' reserves of 

ore in the known ore bodies of the White Mesa district are herein 

classed as indicated ore, and possible reserve? that may exist in con 

cealed ore bodies are classed as inferred ore. A significant portion 

of the indicated ore, in parts of ore bodies bounded by very moderate 

extensions from observed faces of ore in open cuts, shallow shafts, or

short adits, is reasonably assured. The remainder of ore in this class,
/ 
although regarded with less assurance, is believed to exist in farther

extensions of the ore bodies. Outlines of these blocks (Plates I and II) 

are based on geologic evidence with little or no prospecting control. 

If. further refinements in classification were justified a snail fraction 

of the indicated ore might be regarded as measured, and a similarly 

small fraction around the fringes of the assumed outlines might be

regarded as inferred ore. In this report, however, inferred ore in-
1 

eludes only those possible reserves which may be present, although not

exposed, in undissected mesas end buttes. Estimates of this class of 

reserves have been calculated by applying the ratio of volumes of 

sediments to volumes of ore as measured in adjacent outcrop?. They are

not, in any sense, accurate estimates, but they do provide a reasonable»

indication of the general order of magnitude of completely hidden (and 

still undiscovered) reserves.

_/ £ng. & Llin. Jour., vol. 14A., No. 6, p. 94* June 1943*
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TABULATIOK CF CRE RESERVES 

7JHITS L^u3A UIMI10 DISTRICT

Indicated Ore

Grading 1 to U% 
(in scattered 
small bodies).

Grading 0.3 to 
1% Cu (in a few 
large and many 
small bodies).

Rearcnably assured

80,000

535,000

615,000

In probable 
extensions

180,000

1.465.000

1,645,000

Totals 

260,000 tons

2.000.000 tons 

2,260,000 tons

Inferred Ore

In area west of Eastern Star fault 

In area east of Eastern Star fault

In concealed 
orebodies

7,250,000 

6.750.000 

14,000,000 14,000,000 tons

TOTAL INDICATED AND INFERRED RESERVES, 16,260,000 tons
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variations in ^r-ae c. 
cf typical averu e assays

i>eacri-jtion i
A-iLtle i^ick clt*ijn

In and along '*au_Ls
cf open cut
40   **£ and +C* of A ».

end open cut
South central rart
of cla !m

a'est central part
of 'claim

iiTV corner cf claim

Jrand Pacific claim 
west central part of
claim

Central part
ix)uth central part

California claim.
Central part of claim
West part

iiannie E claim
North end

Copper World claim
North part open cut
south part

Ida L.Symth claim
i.*W corner claim
SS corner
IS corner

21 i claim 
itorth central part of
claim

:T? 1^-2 l
t'rcr. '.'£:

itmpl es

16

2

3

1
3

6
3
3

8
io

6

10
6

4
1
1

4

..vr ixius vrc.tt'j -'  

.rio'-j ^'irts >_ f t:. ;

OZ. -TJI. QZ..^J.

.001 .32

.001 .18

.15

.14

.20

.23

.13

.21

.14

.13

.18

.001 .44

.001 .26

.001 .22

.001 .14

.001 .16

.001 .32

,13 '.net:

,o Gu.

1.23

1.15

.70

.59
1.05

1.02
.82
.44

.98

.69

.54

.69

.74

R 5
1.57
1.02

.80

iii{, «_L-J-J

iterL-jriCS

25 channel s-onples

1,12/i Cu
»

12 cliannel sairples
.32^ Cu

16 channel sarcples
.82^

16 sanplea-cnannel
71 ~ "11   f-L/o vU

Gopher claim
o¥ Central part of 

cla IB .001 .20 1.35



The area west of the Eastern Star fault contains most of the larger or« 

bodies and is believed to offer the best chances for mining development. Juost 

of the large, lorc-grfede copper deposits occur in this part of the district 

where they lie north of the Ida I.. Srayth fault. The Little Dick-Grand Pacific, 

California, and Copper World bodies together account for 323',000 tons of measurabl* 

or indicated and 1,130,000 T of inferred low grade ore in the estimates given. 

i'he Copper Hill area on the L&rdun lease affords some promise as does the 

Dutchman Claim. It is considered possible that about 1Q# of the uplands in 

this part of the district are mineralized to an average depth of 50 feet 

giving 7,250,000 tons of implied ore which probably cannot be found economically.

Numerous scall pods of high-grade ore occur in the eastern part of the 

district. There are a few large bodies, however. Approximately 1^ of the 

uplands east of the Eastern otar fault are believed to be mineralized through 

an observed interval of 150 feet. The resultant 6,750,000 tons of implied cr« 

will be costly to find and probably cannot be recovered economically.

Outlook

Possibilities for large copper-mining operations in the 'Jhlte ilesa 

fining District are not high in the immediate future. The simulation of * 

reserves indicates a large probable snd possible tonnage of ore which, at 

first glance, might be considered attractive to mining companies, !de grade, 

however, is low and will average less than one percent copper. There is little 

to suggest that numerous large deposits of this low-grade material will t» 

found and abundant reason to believe that most of the bodies will contain not 

more than a few thousands of tons. Deposits such as the Little Dick, Copper 

Torid, and California are clearly in the minority.

Exploration for reserves in 'the area will be costly because of the large 

areas which must be drilled on close caters in order to block out known ore
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bodies or to find inferred ones. Open-pit mining operations will require

the removal of large tonnages of barren or very low-grade sandstone in order
r

to searfeh out and recover ore pods which may characterize the supposed large 

tabular deposits* JPurtheiaore such operations can not long be restricted to 

a narrowly circumscribed portion of the district, Costa of constructing 

raids, trucking ore to mills, and moving mining machinery from one location 

to another will therefore be considerable*

The Unite Kesa Mining District is 112 miles from the rail head at 

Flagstaff, Arizona, and approximately 175 miles from the nearest smelter 

at Clsrkdale, Arizona* Beneficiatton will be necessary to obtain, in 

significant tonnages, a product which can be profitably shipped. The Tihite Uesa 

ore will leach well but the present water supply of the district is inadequate 

for such an operation, and conditions are unfavorable for any large increase by 

Additional drilling. Althou^i it would be physically possible to obtain sir face 

water from Colorado Hiver at Lee*s .Ferry or from Kavajo Creole, about twenty 

miles north or northeast of the district and et far lower elevation, costs of 

installing and maintaining a punping system would probably be prohibitive.

A dry milling process which is reported to yield a 20 percent concentrate 

with a rather high efficiency has teen developed by the kardun Company, JLs the 

process is still in the experimental stages, however, there are no data on 

costs and recovery in large milling operations. It is possible that this 

process may offer e. solution to concentrating problems in the district.

It is suggested that any large-scale attempt to develop the copper reserves 

in th.? district be prefaced by a careful analysis of .. in ing and core entrating 

costs based on the mining of many scattered sag. 11 bodies which, will average not
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higher and probably less than one percent copper. Efforts to block

out ore should be initiated only in the event that such an economic
\ 

survey points to the possibility of development based on minimum

rather than maximum tonnage expectations.

C. 3. Read
R. D. Sample
H. H. Sullwold, Jr.


